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Safe, Easy and Efficient

Combined system for Collection
and Transportation of Viruses

Molded
Breakpoint (scored)

Maximizes sample yield
Maximizes recovery

Self-contained Viral transport system,
designed to meet your viral testing needs

Compatible with cell culture
and molecular based assays
PW1172 has a molded breakpoint
which allows swab to be broken into the tube

FEATURES in the Kit
HiViralTM Transport Medium
Designed to maintain viral viability and transport viruses in active form to the laboratory for isolation.
 Protein stabilizes the virus
 Buffers control the pH
 Antibacterial and Antifungal agents prevent bacterial and fungal contamination
 Phenol red acts as a pH indicator and ensures that medium is suitable for use at the time of specimen
collection
 Cryoprotectant helps in preserving the viruses if samples are frozen for prolonged storage
 Dual temperature compatible, can be stored and transported at room as well as refrigerated
temperature

Flocked Nylon Swab
 6” long shaft enables easier
sampling at difficult sites without
direct exposure to the user
 Short perpendicular nylon fiber
strands attached to flexible
molded plastic results in efficient
collection and release of
particulate matter
 Recent references have shown
better sample yield with flocked
swabs than conventional swabs
 Higher sample yield maximizes
sensitivity of cell culture and
molecular techniques
 Flexible plastic shaft delivers
better patient comfort
 Packed individually in a peel/tear
to open pouch format

Maximum patient comfort with:I) HiMedia Flocked Nylon Swab for
Nasopharyngeal Sample Collection
Feather touch
Nylon Flock (PW1172)

Maximum
patient comfort

Molded
Breakpoint
(scored)

Ultra
Flexible
stick

II) Throat Sample Collection

Throat (Polyester) scored Swab

Suggested Throat sample
collection area

(Sample may be collected from
other areas of the throat as per
user established protocols)

For life is precious

Product Name

Code

1. HiViral Transport Kit (C)
[Nasopharyngeal swab + Medium (in self-standing tube)]

MS1760C

2. HiViral Transport Kit (F)
[Throat (Polyester) scored swab + Medium (in self-standing tube)]

MS1760F

3. HiViral Transport Kit (G)
[Foam tipped swab + Medium (in self-standing tube)]

MS1760G

For MS1760C, MS1760F & MS1760G

Swabs shown under are in their actual size

Nasopharyngeal swab (Nylon Flocked)

PW1172

Nasopharyngeal swab (Foam Tipped)

PW1174

Throat Swab (Polyester) Scored

PW1182

s Swine Flu Assumes epidemic proportions worldwide, and starts spreading its terror in India, HiMedia are ready
with their plan to collect, transport and recover this virus under WHO approved guidelines for testing.
The only company worldwide to come out with the viable answer to the Mad Cow Disease scare with 1000 HiVeg
Media, has now taken the lead to combat Swine Flu Viral Collection under international guidelines.
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expect only Quality from us

